Magma flow, exsolution processes and rock metasomatism in the Great Messejana–Plasencia dyke (Iberian Peninsula)
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SUMMARY

Magma flow in dykes is still not well understood; some reported magnetic fabrics are contradictory and the potential effects of exsolution and metasomatism processes on the magnetic properties are issues open to debate. Therefore, a long dyke made of segments with different thickness, which record distinct degrees of metasomatism, the Messejana–Plasencia dyke (MPD), was studied. Oriented dolerite samples were collected along several cross-sections and characterized by means of microscopy and magnetic analyses. The results obtained show that the effects of metasomatism on rock mineralogy are important, and that the metasomatic processes can greatly influence anisotropy degree and mean susceptibility only when rocks are strongly affected by metasomatism. Petrography, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and bulk magnetic analyses show a high-temperature oxidation-exsolution event, experienced by the very early Ti-spinels, during the early stages of magma cooling, which was mostly observed in central domains of the thick dyke segments. Exsolution reduced the grain size of the magnetic carrier (multidomain to single domain transformation), thus producing composite fabrics involving inverse fabrics. These are likely responsible for a significant number of the ‘abnormal’ fabrics, which make the interpretation of magma flow much more complex. By choosing to use only the ‘normal’ fabric for magma flow determination, we have reduced by 50 per cent the number of relevant sites. In these sites, the imbrication angle of the magnetic foliation relative to dyke wall strongly suggests flow with end-members indicating vertical-dominated flow (seven sites) and horizontal-dominated flow (three sites).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Magma flow through fractures is believed to be an efficient mechanism for silicate melts to drift in the lithosphere (e.g. Platten & Watterson 1987; Lister & Kerr 1991; Ernst et al. 1995; Rubin 1995). However, in most cases, flow cannot be assessed by conventional geological methods. Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) reflects the orientation of minerals, therefore its use as a potential magma flow indicator (Khan 1962; Knight & Walker 1988; Hargraves et al. 1991). However, in many cases, the original magmatic rock is altered to different degrees by early high-temperature mineral exsolution and rock metasomatism and/or by late meteoric alteration; therefore, the effects of these phenomena on AMS were evaluated in the present study. Moreover, there is still great debate as to the relationship between the petrofabrics deduced from AMS and the magmatic flow within dykes. Therefore, we also investigated possible factors controlling this relationship. Despite these complexities, AMS has been widely used to infer petrofabrics related to magma flow (Cañón-Tapia 2004, and references therein for review of AMS applications to dykes), helping the characterization of complex intrusion conditions within lithosphere in different geodynamic settings (e.g. Henry 1974; Ernst & Baragar 1992; Callot et al. 2001; Archanjo et al. 2002; Geoffroy et al. 2002; Hrouda et al. 2002; Féménias et al. 2004; Silva et al. 2004; Borradaile & Gauthier 2006; Lefort et al. 2006).

Our objective was to study magma flow in deep-emplaced dykes with variable thickness. The dyke thickness at PO2, PO4, PO5 and VF is less than 6 m; in the remaining stations, it is thicker, reaching...
Figure 1. Studied area with location of sampling stations. White dashed line indicates morphological evidence of Messejana–Plasencia dyke presence. CIZ, Central Iberian Zone; OMZ, Ossa-Morena Zone; SPZ, South Portuguese Zone; MCB, Meso-Cenozoic Basin.

140 m at DE. Exsolution and metasomatic processes modify, to different degrees, the original mineral assemblage. Therefore, we evaluated the potential effects of exsolution and metasomatism on the magnetic properties of the studied rocks, by bringing together AMS work with detailed petrographic and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis in selected samples. The Messejana–Plasencia dolerite dyke (MPD) in the Iberian Peninsula was chosen as a case study, and 360 samples were collected at 12 stations (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Whenever possible, sampling was performed along cross-sections perpendicular to the dyke walls to evaluate the variation of bulk magnetic properties and of the magnetic fabric. Following Tauxe et al.’s (1998) ‘strategy’ proposal, our sampling was more concentrated near the margins of the dyke.

The strong weathering, usually affecting dolerite, is a major problem in the MPD study. However, Krasa & Herrero-Bervera (2005) concluded that weathering promotes changes in bulk susceptibility and degree of anisotropy, but not in directions of the AMS ellipsoid principal axes. Anyway, the search for, and study of, well-preserved rocks along cross-sections was a primary goal. Only three stations (AL, DE and VF, Fig. 1) from a total of 12 allowed collection of samples along full cross-sections, running between the dyke walls to the core. At the remaining stations, sampling was strongly constrained by weathering effects and only partial cross-sections were sampled that, nevertheless, include measuring of distances to the dyke walls.

2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The MPD is a long igneous structure that belongs to the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (CAMP), one of the large igneous provinces (LIPs) on Earth, related to the initial breakup of Pangaea (e.g. May 1971; Marzoli et al. 1999). The dyke, studied for many years in terms of its petrologic and geochemical features (e.g. Torre de Assunção 1949; Zbyszewski & Freire de Andrade 1957; Del Valle Lersundi 1959; Schermerhorn et al. 1978; Martins 1991; Vegas 2000; Cebria et al. 2003), trends SW–NE for ca. 530 km, crisscrossing obliquely the South Portuguese, Ossa Morena and Central Iberian Zones of the Iberian Massif (Fig. 1). The actual length of the dyke can be even greater, since Cenozoic sediments of the Douro Basin cover part of its northern tip. Although the regional trend of the dyke is well constrained along the NE–SW direction, locally it reveals a segmented nature, often showing subparallel branches with variable thickness (ranging from 1 to ca. 140 m). The igneous body intruded a pre-existing fracture zone that was generated in Late-Variscan times (e.g. Marques et al. 2002). Recent ⁴⁰Ar/³⁹Ar radiometric ages of 203 ± 2 (Dunn et al. 1998) and 202.8 ± 2.0 Myr (Rapaille et al. 2003) suggests a narrow period of magmatic intrusion, in agreement with available palaeomagnetic data (Schott et al. 1981; Palencia-Ortas et al. 2006).

The outcropping rocks show only minor mineralogical variations from the margins (micro dolerite) to the core (dolerite, locally
gabbro) of the thick dyke. Petrologic/geochemical studies suggest a relatively uniform magma source (continental tholeiitic basalt), locally modified by assimilation of upper-crustal rocks (e.g. Martins 1991; Cebriá et al. 2003). These authors inferred the assimilation of lower-crustal metaigneous granulites and concluded that the tholeiitic magma involved in the MPD genesis resulted from partial melting of an enriched lithospheric mantle source. Locally, in the core of the thick dyke at station DE, it is possible to identify a planar, subvertical, ca. 4-m-wide structure (Fig. 2) in clean-cut contact with the enclosing dolerite. This structure, labelled below as DE–FL, records effects of strong fluid circulation during early metasomatism, as shown by the petrographic analysis.

### 3 Sampling and Methods

More than 360 samples were collected at 12 stations, distributed along ca. 400 km of the MPD (Fig. 1 and Table 1). In each station, sites were sampled along cross-sections perpendicular to the dyke walls to evaluate the variation of bulk magnetic properties and of the magnetic fabric.

AMS was measured with KLY-3 and KLY-2 instruments. The anisotropy of anhysteretic remanence was acquired with an LDA-3A demagnetizer coupled with AMU-1A anhysteretic magnetizer and measured with a JR6 magnetometer. Thermomagnetic analyses, low-field magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature, $K(T)$, were performed under argon controlled atmosphere, using a CS3 furnace coupled to a KL Y3 Kappabridge. Acquisition of isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) was done up to a maximum field of 2.5 T using an impulse magnetizer IM-10—30, and samples were subsequently measured with a JR-6 magnetometer. Hysteresis loops were performed with a laboratory-made translation inductometer within an electromagnet.

Several samples underwent petrographic analyses by both transmitted and reflected light microscopy. Petrographic studies were complemented by SEM observations and energy dispersive spectra (EDS) analysis, performed on carbon-coated rock fragments with a Jeol JSM-6360LV microscope and a Noran Instrument EDS analyser at Laboratoire des Mécanismes et Transferts en Géologie (LMTG, Université Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France).

---

**Table 1. Main properties of studied sites.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Dyke</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>K ± SD</th>
<th>K1</th>
<th>K2</th>
<th>P′</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Fabric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td></td>
<td>39°34.3'</td>
<td>6°37.6'</td>
<td>~100</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.8 ± 5.2</td>
<td>234/45</td>
<td>120/23</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-SE1α</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.04 - 0.3/SE</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18.6 ± 1.4</td>
<td>246/61</td>
<td>142/8</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-SE2α</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5 – 13/SE</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.2 ± 4.5</td>
<td>182/28</td>
<td>62/43</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td>39°45.7'</td>
<td>6°26.4'</td>
<td>~140</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21.8 ± 6.5</td>
<td>110/70</td>
<td>321/18</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-NW1</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°49.7'</td>
<td>7°11.6'</td>
<td>~120</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>38/10</td>
<td>142/54</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-NW2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 – 3/NW</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39.7 ± 2.4</td>
<td>191/64</td>
<td>309/13</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JU1</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°43.8'</td>
<td>7°11.7'</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>312/15</td>
<td>69/57</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JU1-A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 – 15/SE</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24.5 ± 4.2</td>
<td>234/3</td>
<td>327/43</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°42.0'</td>
<td>7°21.0'</td>
<td>~5</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.8 ± 3.9</td>
<td>52/34</td>
<td>322/0</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB1-NWα</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>~120</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.6 ± 1.4</td>
<td>230/30</td>
<td>137/7</td>
<td>1.020</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB2</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°42.2'</td>
<td>7°20.9'</td>
<td>~120</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.6 ± 1.4</td>
<td>230/30</td>
<td>137/7</td>
<td>1.020</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB2-NW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°30.6'</td>
<td>30 – 45/NW</td>
<td>~120</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>179/30</td>
<td>87/5</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD1</td>
<td></td>
<td>37°38.2'</td>
<td>8°34.5'</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23.7 ± 5.0</td>
<td>11/21</td>
<td>252/52</td>
<td>1.020</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD1-SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 – 3.5/SE</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18.3 ± 8.0</td>
<td>27/1</td>
<td>296/25</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO1</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°14.5'</td>
<td>7°47.6'</td>
<td>~100</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>190/21</td>
<td>91/22</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO1-NW</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°18.0'</td>
<td>7°42.0'</td>
<td>~4</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>70/32</td>
<td>308/40</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO2</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°19.7'</td>
<td>7°42.2'</td>
<td>~4</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26.2 ± 2.6</td>
<td>63/63</td>
<td>309/11</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO4</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°20.9'</td>
<td>7°41.1'</td>
<td>~4</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20.8 ± 6.7</td>
<td>48/52</td>
<td>138/0</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO5</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°12.9'</td>
<td>7°49.7'</td>
<td>~6</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.2 ± 3.9</td>
<td>35/58</td>
<td>130/22</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF</td>
<td></td>
<td>38°33.6'</td>
<td>3.3 – 3.8/SE</td>
<td>~6</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18.1 ± 3.9</td>
<td>273/35</td>
<td>22/24</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: d/margin, distance of sample to the nearest margin; Dyke, Strike and dip of the dyke; N, number of samples; K, bulk magnetic susceptibility; K1, declination and inclination of the maximum susceptibility principal axis; K2, declination and inclination of the minimum susceptibility principal axis; P′, corrected degree of anisotropy; T, shape parameter; Fabric, type of magnetic fabric.

α Sites used for the flow determination.
4 MICROSCOPY

Representative samples from AL, DE and VF stations (see Table 1) were selected for petrography under transmitted and reflected light microscopy. With the intention of checking the nature and origin of magnetic minerals in a finer scale, SEM/EDS analyses were also conducted at AL, DE, VF and OD1 stations. The selected samples were chosen to characterize the mineralogical features that are responsible for variations in thermomagnetic, bulk magnetic behaviour or distinct magnetic fabrics along cross-sections. The examined samples from these stations correspond to fine to medium grained dolerites.
4.1 Optical microscopy

4.1.1 Stations AL and VF

The selected samples were collected at distances \(d\) of 0.1, 0.15 and 36.5 m from the SE contact margin at AL (dyke thickness of ca. 100 m) and at 0.13, 1.7 and 3.6 m from the SE margin at VF (dyke thickness of ca. 6 m). These samples show mineralogical and textural features typically developed as a result of mild metasomatic processes, coeval with magma cooling (implying low contents of fluid components). Samples nearest the chilled margins (\(d = 0.13\) m at VF-SE1 and \(d = 0.10\) and 0.15 m at AL-SE1) have small amounts of opaques minerals. Primary magnetite usually occurs as irregular submicroscopic grains, forming microscopic clusters, randomly distributed within the silicate matrix. Accessory amounts of submicroscopic secondary magnetite grains occur along cleavage planes of some primary silicates (particularly clinopyroxene). Locally, optical effects due to late oxidation of magnetite (mainly controlled by inter- and transgranular fractures) are recognized; such oxidation leads to the development of more or less evident maghemite/haematite edges. Rare pyrite grains are also observed. Farther from the margin (\(d = 1.7\) and 3.6 m at VF-C), samples display a slightly higher amount of opaque minerals, which can be grouped into two main types: (1) grains of magnetite with ilmenite exsolutions and (2) rare, irregular and submicroscopic grains of magnetite, occasionally in textural equilibrium with pyrite micrograins. For these two samples, there are no optical evidences of oxidation. In station AL, where the dyke is thicker, the sample closer to the core (\(d = 36.5\) m at AL-SE2) displays distinct features when compared with previous specimens. Mixed microscopic grains of magnetite–ilmenite are relatively abundant, contrasting with rare interstitial magnetite (thinner and irregularly distributed, generally encircled by coarse silicates). Maghemite in mixed grains records effects of moderate to intense oxidation, being partly replaced by maghemite and haematite aggregates. Since primary silicates do not show evidence of weathering, magnetite transformations are ascribed to endogenous, relatively high-temperature oxidation processes, probably controlled by the local thickness of the intrusion.

4.1.1 Station DE

At this station (dyke thickness of ca. 140 m), samples were collected at 1.1, 21, 41, 52, 80, 81 and 85 m from the NW margin. All these specimens record effects of metasomatic processes synchronous with dyke cooling, which caused appreciable mineralogical and textural transformations.

In the incipiently metasomatized sample (\(d = 41\) m at DE-C1), plagioclase and clinopyroxene occur in similar proportions, with accessory amounts of amphibole, Fe-Ti-oxides, biotite, apatite and scarce olivine, pyrite and chalcopyrite. Locally, quartz–feldspar granophyric intergrowths can be identified, developing internal arrangements and fine dendritic progressions towards the borders, which strongly suggest a relatively rapid magma cooling. The oxides do not exceed 5 per cent modal and include either micrometric euhedral to sub-euhedral grains of magnetite or millimetric sub-euhedral grains of magnetite, comprising short discontinuous ilmenite lamellae or thick ilmenite laths along the \{111\} spinel planes. Evidence for very slight spinel oxidation can be observed in some larger grains, usually recorded by thin maghemitic fringes.

Two samples (\(d = 21\) m at DE-C1 and \(d = 52\) m at DE-C2) preserve metasomatic effects of moderate intensity (Figs 3a–d), which can be deduced from: (1) partial hydration of pyroxene grains and their replacement by secondary amphibole aggregates; (2) incipient hydrolysis of plagioclase grains, with local development of fine-grained white mica and quartz; (3) almost complete olivine breakdown and replacement by very fine-grained mixtures of hydrousphyllosilicates and micrometric grains of secondary magnetite; (4) partial to total replacement of biotite by chlorite; (5) late calcite deposition, scaling both interstitial voiding and late inter- and transgranular fractures and (6) oxidation of primary spinel grains in presence of non-altered pyrite. Oxides represent between 4 and 8 per cent modal. The sample from DE-C2 shows coarser (up to 1 mm) sub-euhedral grains of magnetite, devoid of ilmenite exsolution but partly replaced by maghemite. These grains coexist with profuse, larger and variably oxidized spinel grains that display thick ilmenite laths, leading to the typical sandwich texture developed under gradual cooling.

In sample at \(d = 1.1\) m (DE-NW1), the metasomatic effects are more intense, although not enough to completely obliterate the primary mineralogical and textural characteristics typical of a dolerite rock. Secondary mineral parageneses are dominated by hydросphyllosilicates that form fine-grained aggregates, replacing partially or completely the former pyroxene, amphibole, olivine, biotite and plagioclase grains. Locally, some of these aggregates include micrograins of secondary magnetite that are regularly disposed (mimetic of the pre-existent crystal morphology) and show optical evidence of subsequent, slight oxidation. Primary oxides are micrometric in size and do not represent more than 5 per cent modal. The oxidation of primary magnetite, forming either isolated grains or intergrowths, is always evident and may be quite intense in some grains. In the latter situations, maghemitic replacement takes place along intra-granular fractures. The metasomatic effects observed at \(d = 80\) m (DE-C3; Figs 3e and f) are similar to those found at \(d = 1.1\) m, despite the coarser granularity showed by the specimen, conspicuous interstitial development of secondary Na-rich plagioclase masses and significant differences in the oxide mineralogy: (1) secondary magnetite is lacking, (2) fine-grained chlorite aggregates are devoid of oxide grains and (3) ilmenite is the dominant primary oxide, occurring as irregular, large grains that preserve tiny haematite exsolutions or as microscopic, isolated euhedral grains optically free of any kind of exsolution or of oxidation products. Conversely, the primary spinel grains show invariably multistage oxidation, showed by the development of irregular haematite fringes over maghemite.

Samples located the farthest from the NW dyke wall (\(d = 81\) and 85 m, DE-FL) represent products of exceptional intense multistage metasomatism (Figs 3g and h). Original sub-ophitic to opthic textures of dolerite are strongly obliterated. Consequently, the Na-plagioclase groundmass, together with epidote, quartz (fine-grained and interstitial), chlorite (besides other very fine-grained hydrous phyllosilicates), sphene, calcite and pyrite, forms the main mineral (secondary) assemblage. Primary oxide grains are scarce, (sub-) micrometric in size and display, always, evidence of intense chemical corrosion and oxidation. Haematite spinel-pseudomorphs can be observed as well as almost complete oxidation of pre-existing ilmenite-magnetite intergrowths, leading to fine-grained aggregates composed of haematite + secondary Ti-oxides (probably pseudobrookite s.s.).

4.2 SEM

Sample from DE-C2 site shows the lowest concentration of iron oxides with a characteristic bimodal distribution. Coarser iron oxides are rare and represented by isolated Ti-haematite (or ilmenite) and Ti-magnetite (400 µm in width; Figs 4b and d). The Ti-haematite illustrated in Fig. 4(b) presents an hexagonal structure with the
Figure 3. Examples of textural arrangements that result from different metasomatic/oxidation intensities. Sample from site DE-C1: (a) textural arrangement of incipiently oxidized magnetite developed as a result of rapid cooling; (b) strong oxidation of magnetite, producing maghemite ± haematite replacements, although preserving textures caused by rapid cooling; (c) maghemite ± haematite pseudomorphism of magnetite. Sample from site DE-C2: (d) coexistence of magnetite and pyrite (micrograins) without optical manifestations of oxidation. Sample from site DE-C3: (e) late intra-granular hematitic band; (f) haematite (± maghemite) pseudomorphism of magnetite. Samples from site DE-FL (g) magnetite micrograins coexisting with products of oxidation pseudomorphism (bluish-grain); (h) late haematite grains forming an interstitial cluster.
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Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectra (EDS) analysis of MPD samples (see text for details).
longer crystalline axis (\(\sim 160 \mu m\)) oriented perpendicular to those of adjacent silicate minerals (Fig. 4a). Most Fe and Ti-bearing oxides are localized along the cleavage planes of phyllosilicates (Figs 4c and f). Significant Ti and Fe peaks in EDS spectrum and typical exsolution textures suggest that these phyllosilicates are alteration products of the primary mineral assemblage that include Ti-magnetite, as it was already described by Perrin et al. (1991).

In comparison, samples from sites DE-C1 and DE-C3 show higher amounts of magnetic minerals dominated by a coarser population of euhedral and xenomorphic crystals of Ti-magnetite (400 \(\times 700 \mu m\)) (Figs 4g–p). In samples DE-C1, Ti-magnetites are weakly altered to maghemite, as suggested by the darker fringes localized at the borders of the crystal (Figs 4g and h), but not exhibiting exsolution structures. DE-C3 is characterized by a mixture of coarse euhedral (mostly hexagonal) Ti-oxides (maghemite and haematite; Figs 4n–p) and relics of primary Ti-magnetite, included in late phyllosilicates aggregates (Figs 4k–m). Locally, plate-like iron oxides (Ti-haematite or ilmenite) are observed included in a silicate phase (Fig. 4m). For both populations, the grain size of magnetic minerals is comprised between 100 and 250 \(\mu m\). Xenomorphic and exsolution textures are absent or very weakly expressed, as noted in Fig. 4(p), where the exsolution lineation seems to have begun to form parallel to the long axis of the crystal. Sulphides are rare and represented by chalcopyrite and pyrite grains (Figs 4e, i and j); the former occur either as preserved (Fig. 4e) or corroded (Fig. 4i) grains; the latter occur as euhedral grains showing often striated structures.

Samples from sites AL-SE2, VF-SE and OD1-SE show similar magnetic carriers, mainly Ti-magnetite, but with different degrees of metasomatism and grain size. Site AL-SE2 displays an unimodal distribution of a Ti-Fe phase, represented by large (400–500 \(\mu m\) in width) sub-euhedral and xenomorphic grains, which exhibit numerous ilmenite exsolutions and are affected by maghemitization (Fig. 5a). Fig. 5(b) illustrates a silicate mineral neoformed into a pre-existent crystal of Ti-magnetite, showing ilmenite exsolution textures. Ti-free magnetite, probably of a secondary and late origin, is located and oriented along cleavage planes of silicate minerals (Fig. 5c). Compared with sample AL-SE2, specimens VF-SE and VF-C (Figs 5d–g) record a more intense mineral alteration due to metasomatism. In sample VF-SE, only fine (20–40 \(\mu m\)) Ti-magnetite (relicts), with ilmenite exsolutions, are found near to Fe–Mg–Ca silicate minerals (Fig. 5d). Similar features could be identified in sample VF-C. However, the coarser grain size of Ti-magnetite (60–140 \(\mu m\)) and the presence of Ti-Fe oxide relics embedded in phyllosilicate aggregates suggest that in this sample, the metasomatic process did not totally obliterate the primary Ti-Fe oxides. In Fig. 5(f), the direction of the longer axis of the phyllosilicates is perpendicular to some structural lineations of primary Ti-magnetite. In sample VF-C late fluid circulation is locally suspected given the presence of Cu (-Sn) mineral phases (Fig. 5g).

In OD1-SE (Figs 5h–k), two populations of iron oxides are identified and correspond to (i) coarse (200 \(\times 500 \mu m\)) and hexagonal Ti-Fe oxides, similar to those observed in sample DE-C3 but much more altered; and (ii) Ti-magnetite relics (20 \(\times 30 \mu m\)) with ilmenite exsolutions close to apatite (Fig. 5k).

5 ROCK MAGNETISM

5.1 Thermomagnetic curves

Thermomagnetic experiments were carried out on 50 samples. Under Ar-controlled atmosphere, the feature most common to all the experiments is a fast drop of \(K(T)\) values at temperatures varying between 500 and 570 °C; these define Curie temperatures (see Petrovský & Kapička 2006) bracketed between 520 and 570 °C and close to the values obtained by Rochette et al. (1999) and Palencia-Ortiz et al. (2006). This indicates the presence of Ti-poor magnetite as the main magnetic carrier (O’ Reilly 1984; Dunlop & Özdemir 1997; Lattard et al. 2006). The presence of Ti-poor magnetite in samples from stations DE and MB2 is also suggested by the presence of the Hopkinson peak at around 550 °C (Fig. 6a). Mineralogical transformations during heating are minor in most samples as noted by the reversible behaviour of the curves (e.g. sample from station MB2, Fig. 6a); only some samples showed irreversible behaviour (e.g. samples from stations DE and EL1, Fig. 6a).

To better understand the origin of these mineral modifications, two complementary thermomagnetic experiments were performed for a sample, representative of irreversible cycles. These experiments were made in a non-controlled atmosphere, to increase the oxygen fugacity conditions (Fig. 6b). A first cycle (cycle 1) was made until a maximum temperature of 725 °C. A second experiment (cycle 2), with another powder of the same sample, was performed until a maximum temperature of 635 °C (point D) but momentarily interrupted during the heating run by cooling loops at points A (145 °C), B (255 °C) and C (420 °C). Most samples display similar heating curves, with a characteristic hump of \(K(T)\) values for temperatures ranging between 250 and 350 °C. This hump is not visible on the cooling curve and should correspond to the transformation of maghemite into haematite during heating (Dunlop & Özdemir 1997), which is consistent with petrographic observations. This is confirmed heating steps from cycle 2. Curie temperatures around 560 °C confirm the presence of Ti-magnetite. Contrary to what was observed for the experiment performed under Ar-controlled atmosphere, susceptibility decreases up to temperatures above 640 °C, indicating the presence of haematite. Such haematite is probably not originally found in the samples but is the result of the transformation of maghemite. Stepwise heating experiments show that irreversible behaviour is reached at 420 °C, confirming that destruction of maghemite occurs between 255 and 420 °C. The observed higher \(K(T)\) values during the cooling of cycle 1 are an indication that between 635 and 720 °C, some other transformation occurred with magnetite as a probable end product.

Both Ar- and non-controlled atmosphere experiments show that the primary magnetic mineralogy of most samples is preserved and essentially represented by Ti-magnetite. Simulation of oxidation processes by non-controlled atmosphere indicates haematite as a secondary product of maghemite alteration.

5.2 IRM analyses

IRM acquisition experiments were conducted on 37 samples from all stations. For most samples, saturation is reached for fields less than 300 mT (Fig. 7a), confirming Ti-poor magnetite as the main magnetic carrier (Lowrie 1990). For three samples, the presence of a high-coercive magnetic phase is also indicated by the non-saturation of the magnetization until 2.5 T. This component, interpreted as haematite, was only detected in samples that belong to the thinner segment (DE-FL) within DE cross-section. For this dyke segment, petrographic analysis revealed haematite as the result of an intense multistage metasomatism, mainly due to a local, preferential fluid circulation channel.

IRM curves were treated by the cumulative log-Gaussian (CLG) analysis (Robertson & France 1994), using the software of Kruiver
et al. (2001) (Fig. 7b). From these analyses, the presence of Ti-magnetite is inferred for all the analysed samples, contributing with 65 to 100 per cent of the saturation isothermal remanent magnetization (SIRM; component 1). Ti-magnetites present values of half-saturation field ($B_{1/2}$) ranging between 22.5 and 67.5 mT. For samples carrying haematite (component 3), the signal from this mineral contributes with 15 to 20 per cent of the SIRM signal, showing a strong coercivity ($B_{1/2}$ around 600 mT). For numerous samples...
(observed in all the MPD segments sampled, excepting the thinner ones), the CLG model revealed a better fit when a third component was introduced (component 2). Such component contributes with 10 to 25 per cent of the SIRM and displays \( B_{1/2} \) values bracketed between 16 and 40 mT, which partially overlaps with those of component 1 (e.g. of sample MB2–12 in Fig. 7b). Although these two intervals could correspond to Ti-poor magnetite with different grain size, the values of the dispersion parameter \( DP < 0.38 \) and of \( B_{1/2} < 40 \) mT are documented by Kruiver et al. (2001) for oxidized magnetite (i.e. maghemite, in the present case). Comparison of DP and SIRM values from components 1 and 2 allows clear distinction of component 1 (e.g. of sample MB2–12 in Fig. 7b). Although these two intervals could correspond to Ti-poor magnetite with different grain size, the values of the dispersion parameter \( DP < 0.38 \) and of \( B_{1/2} < 40 \) mT are documented by Kruiver et al. (2001) for oxidized magnetite (i.e. maghemite, in the present case). Comparison of DP and SIRM values from components 1 and 2 allows clear distinction of component 1 (e.g. of sample MB2–12 in Fig. 7b).
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\[ H_{cr}/H_{c} \] values between 16 and 40 mT, which partially overlaps with those of component 1 (e.g. of sample MB2–12 in Fig. 7b). Although these two intervals could correspond to Ti-poor magnetite with different grain size, the values of the dispersion parameter \( DP < 0.38 \) and of \( B_{1/2} < 40 \) mT are documented by Kruiver et al. (2001) for oxidized magnetite (i.e. maghemite, in the present case). Comparison of DP and SIRM values from components 1 and 2 allows clear distinction of component 1 (e.g. of sample MB2–12 in Fig. 7b).

The group of samples located between 80 and 84 m from the NW margin of the dyke at DE station (DE-FL) are the only exception to the aforementioned features. For these specimens, the low \( K \) values (0.3–0.6 × 10^{-3} SI) suggest that paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic minerals play a significant role in the resulting magnetic fabric (Tarling & Hrouda 1993; Borradaile & Henry 1997). This interpretation is also supported by petrographic analysis, which points for an extreme multistage metasomatism, leading to intense chemical corrosion and oxidation of primary oxide grains in this particular domain of the dyke.

5.3 Hysteresis loops

Hysteresis loops with a maximum applied field of 500 mT were determined on 126 samples from all the stations (Figs 8a and b). The Day plot (Day et al. 1977) includes the limits and trending curves for single domain (SD)–multidomain (MD) mixtures determined by Dunlop (2002). It shows that most of the data follow the SD + MD mixing curves for the Ti-magnetite solid solution. However, for the saturation magnetization ratio \( (J_{rs}/J_s) \) values above 0.2, a consistent shift to the right is observed, which suggests the presence of accessory minerals such as maghemite and haematite in addition to Ti-magnetite (Day et al. 1977; Dunlop 2002). No evidence of mixing with superparamagnetic grains (Dunlop 2002) appears. Note, additionally, that the intensity of bulk magnetic susceptibility \( K \), mostly ranging from 10 to 25 in 10^{-3} SI, also agrees with the predominance of Ti-poor magnetite.

The group of samples located between 80 and 84 m from the NW margin of the dyke at DE station (DE-FL) are the only exception to the aforementioned features. For these specimens, the low \( K \) values (0.3–0.6 × 10^{-3} SI) suggest that paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic minerals play a significant role in the resulting magnetic fabric (Tarling & Hrouda 1993; Borradaile & Henry 1997). This interpretation is also supported by petrographic analysis, which points for an extreme multistage metasomatism, leading to intense chemical corrosion and oxidation of primary oxide grains in this particular domain of the dyke.

6 BULK MAGNETIC PROPERTIES ALONG CROSS-SECTIONS

To characterize variations in bulk magnetic properties, detailed analyses of \( J_s \) and \( K \) were conducted along three MPD cross-sections. Distances were normalized by the half-thickness of the dyke. At station DE, \( K \) and \( J_s \) show the highest values at about halfway between the medial plane and the margins. Towards the core and NW margin (no accessible outcrop at the SE margin), a gradual decrease of these parameters is observed, more pronounced for the domains nearest to the margins. Such pronounced decrease is also observed for domains nearest to the margins at stations AL and VF (Figs 9a–c).

The \( H_{cr}/H_{c} \) ratio for stations AL and DE are mostly limited between 1.5 and 2.1, with lower values observed for samples nearest the centre of the dyke (Fig. 9d). At station VF, part of the samples near the margin present values similar to those in other stations, but for the remaining samples this ratio goes much higher, reaching 2.7.

7 MAGNETIC FABRIC

To interpret AMS data, the parameters proposed by Jelinek (1981) were determined (corrected degree of anisotropy \( P' \) and shape parameter \( T \)), allowing the characterization of the AMS ellipsoid. Analyses of the principal magnetic susceptibility axes, defined as \( K_1 \geq K_2 \geq K_3 \), were made according to statistics for second-rank normalized tensors (Hext 1963; Jelinek 1978). The magnetic zone axis was determined by means of the bootstrap technique following the methodology in Henry (1997). The anisotropy of anhysteretic remanent magnetization (AARM) was computed from 18 components acquired along six different directions, using the AREF.
software (AGICO). The principal AARM axes, here defined as $R_1 \geq R_2 \geq R_3$, were determined according to statistics for second-rank tensors (Jelínek 1996).

A detailed analysis regarding only the clustering defined by each principal axis (Fig. 10) enables the identification of different AMS fabrics, which comprise two end-members, magnetic fabrics type 1 and 3, with an intermediate fabric 2. Fabric 1 displays well-clustered $K_1$, whereas $K_2$ and $K_3$ are dispersed (Fig. 10a); the respective ellipsoid has a prolate shape (Fig. 11a) and the zone axis is well defined and aligned with $K_1$ (e.g. MB2-NW2 in Fig. 11b). Comparison of the AARM fabric with the AMS fabric (example of site OD1-SE, Fig. 10d) shows an exchange between $R_3$ and $K_1$ whereas $R_2$ and $R_1$ closely share the plane defined by $K_2$ and $K_3$. Fabric 3 shows well-grouped $K_3$, whereas $K_1$ and $K_2$ are often scattered (Fig. 10c); the respective ellipsoid has an oblate shape (Fig. 11a), and the zone axis shows an elongated confidence ellipse.
Figure 8. (a) example of hysteresis cycle, (b) Day et al. (1977) diagram with limits and mixing curves proposed by Dunlop (2002).

Figure 9. (a)–(c) Evolution of bulk magnetic susceptibility $K$ and of the intensity of the Natural Remanent Magnetization (NRM) along cross-sections of the Messejana–Plasencia Dyke in stations AL (a), VF (b) and DE (c). (d) Evolution of the coercive ratio ($H_{cr}/H_c$) along cross-sections perpendicular to the MPD body. The distances are normalized by half thickness and measured relative to the centre of the dyke. Positive (negative) values of the distances increase towards SE (NW) margin.
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along the magnetic foliation plane (e.g. AL-SE1 in Fig. 11c). AARM principal axes likely define three clusters whereas AMS defines a magnetic foliation plane with $K_1$ and $K_2$ distributed along it ($K_3$ and $K_4$ share similar orientation; see example of MB2-NW1, Fig. 10d). Fabric 2 shows the three axes well defined (Fig. 10b); the ellipsoid corresponding to this fabric is mainly neutral (Fig. 11a) and the zone axis confidence ellipses are similar to the ones observed for fabric 3. The AARM ellipsoid mainly shows an exchange between $K_1$ and $K_2$ in comparison with AMS (example of VF-C, Fig. 10d), whereas $K_3$ axes remain invariant.

Figure 10. Lower hemisphere Schmidt stereographic projection for AMS: (a) Fabric 1; (b) Fabric 2 and (c) Fabric 3. Maximum $K_1$ (squares), intermediate $K_2$ (triangles) and minimum $K_3$ (circles) principal axes of the magnetic susceptibility ellipsoid. Solid line and dashed line corresponding to dyke and magnetic foliation planes, respectively. (d) AARM (open symbols) and AMS (black symbols) principal axes for fabric 1 (OD1-SE), fabric 2 (VF-C) and fabric 3 (MB2-NW1).
Magma flow, exsolution processes and rock metasomatism

Figure 11. (a) Corrected degree of anisotropy $P'$ versus the shape parameter $T$ (Jelinek 1981), for the three distinct fabrics. Examples of zone axis confidence ellipses for sites MB2-NW1 (b, Fabric 3) and OD1-SE (c, Fabric 1) with confidence zones at 95 and 63 per cent of the 10 000 bootstrap re-sampling. Dashed line represents the magnetic foliation plane. Confidence zones of magnetic susceptibility principal axes correspond to grey areas, squares, triangles and circles corresponding to the maximum $K_1$, intermediate $K_2$ and minimum $K_3$ principal axes, respectively. Stereographic projection in the lower hemisphere. (d) Angular difference (in azimuth) between $K_3$ and dyke pole for different sites; angles in degrees.

Regarding the intensity of the susceptibility ellipsoid, one may conclude that $P'$ values are low, mainly scattered between 1.010 and 1.035. Furthermore, the $P'$ values do not show any correlation with the magnetic fabric type.

Comparing magnetic foliation and dyke plane orientations (angle $\alpha$ between poles to planes, and angle $\theta$ between strike of foliation and dyke planes, Fig. 11d), differences appear according to fabric type. For fabric 3, all sites but four have $2^\circ < \alpha < 25^\circ$. All samples with $\alpha < 30^\circ$ and PO2-SE and JU1-B, display a small $0^\circ < \theta < 19^\circ$, which means that the angular variations between these planes concerns mostly their dip. Sites with type 1 fabric show $\alpha > 40^\circ$ and $20^\circ < \theta < 90^\circ$ (Fig. 11d). Fabric 2 shows mixed behaviour, with angular differences between $10^\circ$ and $75^\circ$ for both $\alpha$ and $\theta$.

In cross-sections where different fabric types characterize neighbouring sites (sections VF, JU1 and DE), the simple comparison of axes orientation yields important information, likely showing in most cases close clustering but with exchange between axes. In VF, JU1 and DE sections (except DE-NW1), fabric 3 denotes a magnetic foliation whose direction is subparallel to the dyke plane. However, mean $K_3$ at VF-SE1 (fabric 3) is similarly oriented to $K_2$ of VF-C (fabric 2), and mean $K_3$ at JU1-B (fabric 3) is similarly oriented to $K_1$ at JU1-A (fabric 1). At DE, the same observation is valid for DE-NW1 (fabric 3) and DE-NW2 (fabric 2), with permutations $K_1$–$K_3$, $K_2$–$K_1$ and $K_3$–$K_2$.

8 DISCUSSION

8.1 Metasomatism and bulk magnetic properties

Microscopic observations and rock magnetic studies show that Ti-poor magnetite is the main magnetic carrier of the studied samples. In general, these rocks preserve effects of slight to moderate metasomatism that took place after an early stage of high-temperature oxidation-exsolution event experienced by pre-existing Ti-spinels, which lead to mixed ilmenite-magnetite grains (e.g. Perrin et al. 1991). This early stage was coeval with initial stages of magma emplacement/cooling, under temperatures ranging from 1000 to 680°C, if chemical compositions of primary oxides are assumed to be similar to those reported by Martins (1991). The onset of the superposed replacement of magnetite by maghemite at and along the spinel-ilmenite interfaces denotes subsequent oxidation at
sub-solidus equilibrium under ca. 600 °C (deuteritic oxidation), involving residual magmatic fluids (e.g. Waychunas 1991; Toplis & Carroll 1995).

For the specific case of dykes, a cooling rate gradient is expected along cross-sections, therefore promoting differences on the progression of exsolution and metasomatic processes. The dyke thickness is another important variable, because it tends to correlate inversely with the cooling rate. This increases the time span needed for mineral phases to (re-)equilibrate under a specific evolving trend of temperature and redox conditions, with implications for the magnetic minerals in terms of assemblage, concentration and domain state. Homogeneous and smaller magnetite grains prevail near the dyke margins, whereas composite larger oxide grains (magnetite with ilmenite lamellae exsolutions) occur in the dyke core. These differences can be explained on the basis of mineral behaviour as a function of the cooling rate and redox conditions, expected to vary considerably from the dyke margin to its core in the presence of a large magma influx that evolves in an open system. These mineralogical features explain differences of Curie temperatures found in MPD thicker segments at AL and DE, where core sites are mostly characterized by slightly higher values (550–570 °C) than those at the dyke margins (520–540 °C). At VF, where the dyke is only 6 m wide, values for specimens representative of core and margin sites are quite similar, indicating the non-existence of conditions to sustain a significant cooling gradient across this thin MPD segment.

Although coarser grains are observed at the core of the dyke, the exsolution of Fe-Ti oxide minerals, evident for the composite grains with Ti-rich (mainly lamellar ilmenite) and Ti-poor regions (magnetite), generated solid-state diffusion of Fe and Ti cations and contributed to an effective decrease of the magnetic phase (e.g. Wilson et al. 1968; Ade-Hall et al. 1971; O’Reilly 1984; Butler 1992). Wilson et al. (1968) verified for a thick lava flow that, due to the same oxidation process, the exsolution of ilmenite lamellae is able to produce small isolated grains of Ti-magnetite, where the overall grain size is large. SEM analyses from MPD confirmed that ilmenite–magnetite exsolution present in some domains of the dyke is able to reduce magnetite grains to sizes below 1 μm, which could explain the presence of low coercive ratio values for domains nearest the core of the dyke for the thickest segments (AL and DE; Fig. 9d).

In general, K intensity and Js values show the lower values in samples nearest the dyke margins. It is known that these two bulk magnetic parameters are sensitive to the concentration, composition and grain size of Ti-magnetites (e.g. O’Reilly 1984; Dunlop & Özdemir 1997). The observed range of values, both for the Curie temperature and hysteresis ratios, cannot explain alone the variations of K intensity and of Js obtained along the sampled cross-sections (Hunt et al. 1995). These variations can be justified by the modal percentage of ferromagnetic carriers, as confirmed by petrographic observations. In dolerite dykes, the relative abundance and dimension of oxide mineral phases strongly depend on the cooling rate, once it determines the crystallization rate during the magmatic differentiation process. K intensity and Js are thus two magnetic parameters indirectly sensitive to the cooling rate in the studied dyke.

Hydration, hydrolysis and oxidation are the main processes involved in the metasomatism of low to moderate intensity recorded by a large number of MPD samples. Exceptionally, a higher fluid/rock ratio can considerably amplify the intensity of the metasomatic processes experienced by the primary mineralogy. Oxide mineral phases record successive stages of oxidation, which are synchronous of the hydration and hydrolysis processes involved in the breakdown of primary Fe-Mg silicates (including, therefore, the development of secondary magnetite) and in the progression of alkali and earth-alkali chemical reactions. These mineral transformations occur, therefore, as a response to succeeding metasomatic stages that characterize dyke cooling under temperature conditions ranging from ca. 550 to 400 °C. During this evolution, adequate conditions for extreme oxidation may be attained locally as a result of higher fluid/rock ratios, potentially increased by heterogeneous fracturing, and of the contribution of external, oxidizing fluid sources. At DE-FL, the metasomatism record is outstanding, although local as, deduced from almost complete oxidation of pre-existing ilmenite–magnetite intergrowths, leading to fine-grained aggregates composed of haematite + secondary Ti-oxides (pseudobrookite s.s.), which according to Ade-Hall et al. (1968, 1971) resembles the ‘higher class of iron-titanium minerals oxidation’. The weakest K and Js intensities, as well as the clear evidence for haematite from IRM experiments, add to petrographic observations. Moreover, for core domains of the dyke, a gradual decrease of these bulk magnetic parameters exists towards the thinner segment DE-FL (Fig. 9c). This evolution is in close correlation with the increase of the metasomatic transformations mainly due to an increase of the fluid/rock ratio, as recorded by the mineral-textural new arrangements observed in petrography.

Based on the overall MPD petrogenetic characterization and considering the mineral chemistry data that allow to constrain the stability fields of the prevailing dyke-forming phases (Martins 1991), a bulk pressure varying from 0.05 to 0.1 GPa has been inferred by de Brujine (2001), pointing to a dyke emplacement between 2 and 4 km depth and a relatively rapid cooling path. This depth estimate is in good agreement with an apatite fission track study in granitic rocks hosting the MPD, which suggests that the sampled dyke was emplaced at a depth of 2–3 km, assuming a palaeo-geothermal gradient of 28 ± 5 °C km⁻¹.

8.2 AMS fabric and magma flow

8.2.1 Metasomatic Effects

According to microscopic observations from DE section, the metasomatic effects (hydration, hydrolysis and oxidation) are moderate, with a gradual increase towards the core of the dyke from sites DE-C1 to DE-C3. On the contrary, they are very strong for site DE-FL. Comparison of the magnetic fabric in the neighbouring sites, DE-C3 and DE-FL, shows that in these sites, the AMS axes have similar orientation and similar shape of the susceptibility ellipsoid (Table 1). That is not the case for the mean P values, which are 1.001 (ranging between 1.001 and 1.002 for specimens) in DE-FL and 1.013 (ranging between 1.004 and 1.020 for specimens) in DE-C3. With the exception of DE-FL, mean P values vary between 1.012 and 1.021, in DE sites. The different values of P are positively correlated with K values. In site DE-FL, where metasomatic effects are strong, replacement of pre-existing ilmenite–magnetite intergrowths by other phases (including phyllosilicates) was almost complete. Therefore, the influence of metasomatism on magnetic fabric seems to be similar to that of weathering (Krassa & Herrero-Bervera 2005), that is, no significant effect except for the intensity of the fabric and bulk magnetic susceptibility.

8.2.2 Exsolution effects

The slower cooling rate toward core domains of the thick segments of the dyke, which took place at the early stages of
magma emplacement for temperatures ranging between 1000 and 680°C, favoured the development of magnetite–ilmenite lamellar exsolution within the primary Ti-magnetite grains, leading to an effective strong decrease of the size of the magnetic grains. This implies a corresponding increase in the amount of SD grains.

For the sites studied by SEM analyses, the latter indicate that magnetic carriers in MPD rocks experienced intense exsolution processes, except for sites DE-C1 and DE-C3, where large and euhedral Ti-iron oxides, free (DE-C1) of or with very weak expression (DE-C3) of exsolution, are the principal magnetic carriers. DE-C1 shows a type 3 fabric and DE-C3, a type 2. Sites DE-C2 and OD1-SE, where exsolution is pervasive, show only type 1 fabric. Where the exsolution processes were intense but only partially affecting the iron oxides population (sites AL-SE2, VF-SE1 and VF-C), samples show fabrics 2 and 3. Furthermore, Day plot suggests a variation of the relative proportion of SD and MD populations with the type of magnetic fabric (Fig. 8b). Values of coercive ratio (Hcr/Hc) mostly range between 1.5 and 2.0 for fabric 1, between 1.5 and 2.5 for fabric 2 and between 1.5 and 3.25 for fabric 3, indicating that in samples with fabric 1 the contribution of SD grains might be more important than in the other fabric types. Finally, the comparison between AMS and AARM fabrics shows an exchange between K1 and K3 for fabric 1 (inverse fabric), an exchange between K1 and K2 for fabric 2 (intermediate fabric) and an agreement between principal axes for fabric 3 (normal fabric). Therefore, these results suggest the presence of an intimate relationship between that exsolution processes experienced by primary titanomagnetite grains at high temperature. The relative proportion between magnetite particles with SD and MD grain sizes results in complex permutations between axes (Rochette et al. 1999; Ferré 2002). This could be due to the fact that exsolution structures are highly magnetic and could dominate, even in low concentration, the magnetic state of the samples. Their internal structure yields a strong influence by transforming from a multidomain grain into an assemblage of magnetostatically interacting single-domain prisms (Feinberg et al. 2006). Feinberg et al. (2006) suggested that magnetic states are controlled by the shape anisotropies of individual magnetite prisms, magnetostatic interactions between closely spaced prism stacks and the shape anisotropy of the needle itself. In the case of the MPD dolerite, one could estimate the width of each prism to ~20 μm, with a thickness less than 1 μm, thus suggesting a magnetic behaviour near the SD. Such thin grains are known to behave as SD particles susceptible to invert K1 and K3 axes (Stephenson et al. 1986; Potter & Stephenson 1988; Rochette 1988; Dunlop & Özdemir 1997).

8.2.3 Magma flow and dyke Emplacement

Before any interpretation of magma flow direction, the criterion to choose sites relevant for flow determination has to be established. There is still debate about how to determine flow from AMS, hence we present a concise summary of the main points and justify our choice.

By studying a large number of dykes in Hawaii, Knight & Walker (1988) observed a good agreement between K1 attitude and independent mesoscopic flow related structures; therefore they proposed the use of K1 as an indicator of magma flow direction. However, the meaning of K1 as the preferential magma flow indicator is not always verified (e.g. Baer 1995; Moreira et al., 1999; Geoffroy et al. 2002; Callot & Guichet 2003). According to Geoffroy et al. (2002), K1 can represent an intersection lineation due to the superposition of planar and flow-related subfabrics, therefore showing significant angular deviations from the true magma flow direction. According to Callot & Guichet (2003), in such cases K1 should change from a magnetic lineation related with magma flow to a zone axis as defined by Henry (1997). Once the stability of the magnetic foliation is demonstrated, even under the superposition of subfabrics, Callot & Guichet (2003) proposed the use of imbrication between magnetic foliation and dyke plane as a reliable tool to determine flow sense according to the method developed by Geoffroy et al. (2002).

Magma flow under a strain regime dominated by simple shear near the dyke walls is believed to produce particle shape preferred orientations (SPO) with angles up to 30° with the flow plane (Blanchard et al. 1979; Blumenfeld & Bouchez 1988; Benn & Allard 1989; Correa-Gomes et al. 2001). A magnetic foliation representative of that petrofabric has been called ‘normal’ magnetic fabric (e.g. see reviews of Rochette et al. 1992 and 1999) and then assumed as representative of magma flow direction. When high angular differences are observed with the dyke wall, fabrics have been called ‘abnormal’. These ‘abnormal’ magnetic fabrics have been interpreted as a result of late (post-emplacement) disturbances caused by the superposition of secondary fabrics due to different reasons (acting concurrently or independently): mechanical (tectonics), chemical (hydrothermal and/or metamorphic) and/or magnetic, such as the presence of SD particles (e.g. Park et al. 1988; Potter & Stephenson 1988; Staudigel et al. 1992; Raposo & Ernesto 1995; Varga et al. 1998; Herrero-Bervera et al. 2002; Borraidaile & Gauthier 2003; Raposo et al. 2004).

Dragoni et al. (1997) and Cañón-Tapia & Chávez-Alvarens (2004) developed a theoretical model based on Jeffery’s (1922) equations, showing that the principal directions of the magnetic susceptibility ellipsoid are not exclusively associated with the flow direction or with the dyke plane, but also with mineral shape, elliptical movement of the particles and strain partitioning within dyke. These authors were able to reproduce different magnetic fabrics, previously interpreted as ‘abnormal’, therefore not necessarily related to features developed during post-emplacement processes. On the other hand, according to Féménias et al. (2004), the strain regime of a Newtonian fluid can evolve along dyke cross-sections from simple shear near the margins to mainly pure shear towards the core. A magma flow under pure shear is able to re-orient the larger surfaces of the minerals during magma compaction to a plane approximately perpendicular to the flow direction, therefore generating an ‘abnormal’ magnetic fabric. Dawson & Hargraves (1985) found by computer modelling two possible configurations for such abnormal fabric regarding principal axes orientation relative to dyke trend: (1) if K1 is aligned with the dyke trend and K3 perpendicular to the dyke walls, magma is in motion and (2) if K1 is perpendicular to dyke walls, magma is stationary. Such kind of fabric with K1 aligned with the dyke trend was obtained by Park et al. (1988) and Raposo & Ernesto (1995) and interpreted as a response to the freezing of the upper part of the dyke, so, stopping the vertical propagation of magma and promoting stress relaxation by subhorizontal propagation of the fracture along which the dyke is intruding. From analogue modelling, Katinová et al. (2006) were able to reproduce similar magnetic fabrics as a response to the evolution of different strain regimes.

However, the first criterion to use AMS to infer magma flow is that composite fabric involving inverse fabric be eliminated; therefore, mostly type 3 is used. However, two sites of type 3 (DE-NW and DE-FL) show strongly ‘abnormal’ fabric (Rochette et al. 1999) and were also discarded. The strong ‘abnormal’ fabric in these two sites
(K₁ mostly aligned with the dyke trend) corresponds to magnetic foliations at a very high angle to the dyke wall. One explanation to this is that the fabric was acquired by dominant pure shear during static magma compaction, as a response to mechanisms that hamper the vertical propagation of magma (e.g. freezing of the upper part of the dyke or fracture stratifications), thus promoting stress release by subhorizontal propagation of the fracture for magma injection (Park et al. 1988; Raposo & Ernesto 1995). At station VF, we have, in addition, indication of downward flow close to the margin (‘normal’ fabric) and a more complex flow in the core, shown by an ‘abnormal’ fabric. Field observation shows that ~2 m above the sampled cross-section, the dyke shows an asymmetrical stratification, with dyke thickness reducing from 6 m at the bottom to approximately 1 m at the top, due to the gradual closure of the NW wall. Therefore, with hampered vertical propagation, one can expect that magma flow becomes more complex, which is reflected in the measured fabrics. For some fabrics of type 2, inverse fabric has possibly a weak effect in the composite fabric. In addition, part of these type 2 fabrics are not ‘abnormal’, and we used, as a limit, an α value (30°) for the ‘abnormal’ sites (e.g. Blanchard et al. 1979; Blumenfeld & Bouchez 1988; Benn & Allard 1989; Rochette et al., 1999; Correia-Gomes et al. 2001). Among the 12 sites finally chosen for flow determination, 9 are very close to the dyke wall. This indicates that flow approximates simple shear close to dyke walls, where differential flow is expected to take place due to friction and viscous drag. As shown in Table 1, the fabric is mostly ‘abnormal’, away from the walls (especially in thick dykes). This can be interpreted in two ways: (1) the reference is not anymore the dyke wall and/or (2) the flow in core domains of thick dykes greatly departs from simple shear.

Regarding opposite walls of the dyke, the imbrication angle is expected to be in opposite directions, giving a symmetrical disposition of the magnetic foliation relative to the mid plane of the dyke. The intersection of the magnetic foliation of the two sides of the dyke (i.e. the magnetic zone axis; Henry 1997), is a line perpendicular to the flow direction. In the plane perpendicular to this line, flow direction corresponds to the intersection with the plane of the dyke. Flow sense is toward the acute angle of imbrication. The interpretation of imbrication in all the 12 sites, mostly, rather suggests vertical movement of the magma in 7 sites, 3 of which seem to be more compatible with a downward movement of magma (AL-SE1, DE-C1 and VF-SE1) and 4 sites in which an upward magma flow is suggested by the observed imbrications (DE-SE, JU1-B, PO2-SE and PO4-SE). In three other sites flow is dominantly horizontal, AL-SE2 and MB1-NW, with flow probably toward SW, and PO5-NW, probably toward NE. The two remaining sites, MB2-NW1 and EL1-C, show oblique flow probably toward NE and SW, respectively. Only 4 of the 12 retained sites show K₁ related with the flow direction determined by imbrication analysis: K₁ in sites DE-C1 and DE-SE and K₂ in sites JU1-B and AL-SE2, in agreement with previous works (e.g. Baer 1995; Moreira et al. 1999; Geoffroy et al. 2002; Callot & Guichet 2003). Thus, K₁ is not always a suitable indicator of magma flow direction.

To envisage the magma flow for the whole dyke scale, K₁ and K₂ of all the retained sites were rotated to a common frame, which provides the dyke plane as vertical and N–S (Fig. 12), an approach already adopted by Rochette et al. (1999). Most data show that the magnetic foliation has the same direction as the dyke plane, with an inclination ranging between 45° and 90°. Such variations in dip and the subhorizontal orientation of the magnetic zone axis (aligned with the dyke azimuth), indicate a vertical-dominated magma flow.

Figure 12. Stereographic projection (lower hemisphere) for sites retained for magma flow determination after rotation to the same frame according to the attitude of each segment of the dyke. White, grey and black symbols correspond to data from SE margins, corer domains and NW margins, respectively. Zone axis confidence ellipse with confidence zones at 95 and 63 per cent of the 10 000 bootstrap re-sampling.

9 CONCLUSIONS

The present study shows that the effects of metasomatism on rock mineralogy are important; however, they vary according to location within the dyke and to the fluid/rock ratios during the early stages of dyke cooling. The metasomatic processes, which took place at relatively lower temperatures, can greatly influence anisotropy degree and mean susceptibility, as shown for site DE-FL, the only one strongly affected by metasomatism. Petrography, SEM and bulk magnetic analyses show a high-temperature oxidation-exsolution event experienced by the very early Ti-spinels during the early stages of magma cooling. Exsolution was observed in central domains of the thick dyke segments, which can favour a slow cooling rate. Exsolution reduced the grain size of the magnetic carrier (MD to SD transformation), thus producing inverse fabrics. These are likely responsible for a significant number of the ‘abnormal’ fabrics, which make the interpretation of magma flow much more complex. However, other mechanisms also likely disturbed the magnetic fabric in part of the sites, mostly in core domains.

By rejecting composite fabrics involving inverse fabric for magma flow determination, we have reduced the number of relevant sites to 12. At these sites, the imbrication angle of the magnetic foliation strongly suggests variable flow, with end-members indicating vertical-dominated flow (seven sites) or horizontal-dominated flow (three sites). Flow direction can be to the SW or to the NE and downward or upward. This is not surprising in the flow of a magma trying to find its way to the surface through an irregular fracture, forced to open (horizontally and vertically) along a heterogeneous crust, and experiencing the effects of magma cooling and contraction and pressure and temperature gradients.
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